CREATING YOUR
PROFILE.
Linkedin is an online career networking tool that allows you to make connections to hundreds of potential
employees and companies for internships and future employment. It’s really important to spend some time
creating a strong and captivating profile that will entice your connections to read your profile as well as gain
an understanding of your skills and work experience. Here are a few guiders for filling out each of the sections.

FILLING IN YOUR BASIC INFORMATION:
Firstly you will begin by filling in some basic information. This is pretty straight forward name, contact number,
email etc.... However there are a few points to consider.

1. E-Mail Addresses:
Use a simple e-mail address (preferably with your name as the main focus) Choose one that’s easy to remember
and people can note down easily. Avoid ‘dodgy’ e-mails - among friends it may be funny to have an email
address like boozybrunette@gmail.com or super_stud@hotmail.com but prospective employees may not be so
amused!
Adding Twitter Accounts/Blogs:
2. Adding a Twitter account or a blog you regularly post to is great for prospective employees to find out more
about you and to perhaps see examples of your work - this is also shows a great example of commitment too.
However, if you only have one tweet saying #Hello from back in June three years ago when you first opened
the account and nothing since or a blog that you post articles on that’s totally unrelated to your work than leave
these off!
There is also a section for an instant messaging and your postal address but I don’t think these are so important
to include - especially if you are willing to travel or relocate for work.

CHOOSING A PHOTOGRAPH
It’s important to add a photograph to your profile as it helps potential employers engage more with you. There are a
few important points to consider when selecting a good photo:
1. Linked-in is NOT Facebook!
On facebook it might be acceptable to have a picture of you downing a bottle of beer at the student bar but
on Linked-in you will need to find something a little more professional!
2. Keep you picture to just a head shot and of you ONLY. Group shots can confuse viewers of your profile who
may be trying to remind themselves of who you are after a networking event e.g. London Fashion Week or
Graduate Fashion Week.
3. If possible get a picture of you at work but make sure your face is clear still. This can help make it feel less
posed!
4. Make sure your image is quite small (you can reduce the size in Photoshop under Image
to about 80 x 80 Pixels approx. This helps your profile to load faster.

Here are some good & BAD examples!

Image Size) Keep it

PROFESSIONAL HEADLINE
The first thing that your connections will see on your profile is your headline summary (see below image) You will need
to create a ‘professional headline’ to go here - see circled in red below. This should be a simple engaging sentence
outlining what you are currently doing for work/study.

As a student you may want your professional headline to state that you are looking for an internship or employment
too. Or you may want to add in some information about your areas of specialism etc.

Here are some example professional headlines...

Fashion Managing
& Marketing Student currently
seeking Visual Merchandising &
Fashion Buying Internships.

Fashion Managing
& Marketing Student recently
short listed for GFW Ethical
Fashion award.

Second year
student seeking Trend
Forecasting internships over
the summer break.

Second Year Fashion
Managing & Marketing Student
with strengths in Branding and
Fashion Buying.

If you are still stuck for ideas see the last page of this document for a list of
questions to ask yourself to help identify your key skills and attributese etc...

WRITING A BRIEF SUMMARY
You will need write a few sentences summarising your skills and experience in a little more detail expanding upon what
you have written in your professional headline.
It’s good to break these sentences up. Answer each of the below questions in one sentence then try to put them
together to form a brief summary about yourself.

1. Who are you and what are you are currently doing for work/study?
2. What are your key skills and main areas of interest?
3. Have you recently entered, won or been short listed for an awards?
4. Are you seeking work/internships? Do you have a specific location for internships?

Fashion, Management and
Marketing student currently in my second year at UCA.
An organised and self-motivated individual with a keen
interest in trend forecasting and branding. Currently
seeking internships in theses areas
within London.
Second year fashion
Management and Marketing student at UCA Epsom. I am
a creative and hard working individual with good skills in
InDesign and Photoshop. Looking for summer internships
with a London based fashion magazine to develop my
CAD skills further.
Fashion Management and
Marketing student interested in pursuing a career in visual
merchandising. I am a reliable individual who is good at
problem solving and looking to apply these skills in a VM
related summer internship. Recently short listed for the
Ethical Fashion Award in London’s Young
Designers Competition.
Fashion Managing & Marketing
Student currently working on a sustainable fashion
concept for Boden as part of my second year course at UCA.
A team player with strong leadership skills who thrives on
new challenges. Looking for a buying internship with a
major retailer in the London area.

EXPERIENCE
You will also need to fill in all your work experience to date. Make sure you keep everything short and to the point. You
can copy and paste some of the information directly from you CV. However, you may need to condense some of the
information into bullet points if it goes on for more than a few lines.

E.G.

Use bullet points if your listing key skills you have gained from a job rather than rambling on about them
in large paragraphs. This makes it easier for viewers of your profile to digest more quickly.

You can also add jobs from the past even if they may not necessarily be relevant to the work you are looking for. If you
gained key skills or were given responsibilities for example, these are still great to mention so prospective employees
can see you are used to working as part of a team or using your own initiative in different situations for instance.
However, if last summer you had nine different bar jobs that didn’t work out - it may be better to leave all those out!
Again, its good to split these sentences up.
PARAGRAPH ONE - MAX 3 SENTENCES:

1. Introduce the company - if it’s a company not all will be familiar with outline briefly what they do.

2. What part of the company did you work for - If it’s a large company with lots of different departments introduce
the division you were working with.

3. Is the company going through some re-branding, expanding a certain area, involved in a sustainable project or
maybe its seen a huge amount of positive growth recently? If so maybe mention that here if it’s relevant?

PARAGRAPH TWO:
Introduce in a few sentences what your key responsibilities were as an intern at the company. Maybe introduce a couple of key tasks you had to carry out as an intern or a special project that you were involved with.
Obviously you want to mention as many points as possible but keep this part to a few sentences summarising your job
overall. You can then use bullet points to list your experience down quickly and simply.

KEY SKILLS & EXPERIENCE
Use bullet points to outline the key skills and experience you gained on your internship. Keep to between 5 and 7
points.

Here are some examples......
DESIGN INTERNSHIP.
Plain Lazy, Brighton
September 2006 – April 2007

Plain Lazy is a skate inspired lifestyle brand poised for international expansion. The company is currently developing its collections to appeal to a wider market in response to consumer demand for an broader range of functional and fashionable
skate products.
As an intern I assisted the with the daily tasks and running of the design team. My daily tasks included:
Designing shapes and print for their recently released women’s collection.
Compiling researching and initial design ideas for their new accessories range.
Assisting with the designing of the existing core mens ranges.
Creating a small graphics based childrenswear collection.
Designed layouts for the forthcoming clothing catalogue.
Created specification sheets for designs.

STYLISTS ASSISTANT.
Tank magazine, London
April 2006 – June 2006

Tank is an iconic fashion, art and architecture magazine, which pioneers the independent magazine sector.
I primarily assisted the stylists to in the day to day of the styling department. I primarily assisted on Fashion shoots and
had the opportunity of working on the Swarovski shoot promoting their new Regent Street store which is where we did the
shoot. My daily tasks included:
Creating backdrops for photo shoots.
Preparing and dressing models.
Help select outfits appropriate for stories.
Supervised in the organisation of samples to and from the office.

SKILLS & EXPERTISE
There is also a section where you can choose from a multiple key skills. Only add skills ones you do feel confident in you can always add more later. You don’t want to say you have advanced skills in Photoshop when you are still finding
it quite hard to use - lots of potential employees really look for students with strong CAD skills - you don’t want to get
yourself into a situation in an internship where you are not up to the work the employer wants you to be able to do.

EDUCATION
This area is pretty much self explanatory. You can also add your degree (even if you haven’t finished it yet) Linked-in will
allow you to add the date you are due to graduate

MAKING CONNECTIONS
Once you have completed your profile you can start making connections. Connect with other members and build your
network. The more connections you have, the more opportunities you have, but don’t randomly connect with people
you don’t know. If you want to connect with someone who you haven’t met in person but perhaps works for a company
you desire to work or intern for - send them a message at the same time explaining why you wish to connect otherwise
they will probably just ignore your request!
You can also add groups and then receive updates from them. For example you can connect to recruiters and companies that are of interest to you and if they have a job or internship available you can find out through their updates.

RECOMMENDATIONS
A good way to endorse your profile is to get recommendations. You can contact past employees or lecturers and ask
them nicely if they wouldn’t mind providing you with a recommendation. This is like a reference so employees can see
instantly that you have veen a good worked/student..

GET DISCOVERED
There are sections under employment, your summary and education where you can add a URL showing relating work.
Make sure the URL works and that it is only linked to relevant work. This is a really good thing to do and visuals always
help make a profile more interesting.

What are you key attributes/skills - e.g. hard working, organised, team player etc?
What modules have you enjoyed/succeeded in the most to date at University?
Have you been entered or been short listed for any awards or competitions?
Has your work been featured in any publications etc?
What sort of work placements/experience are you seeking?

